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Esthetic restoration on primary teeth has been a special challenge to pediatric dentists. Composite restorations are the most often used treatment for decay and fractures of primary teeth, however, there are other possible alternatives. We present a case in which we have used an acrylic crown to treat a fractured primary incisor in a 1.8 years old child.

INTRODUCTION

To maintain maxillary primary incisors is important not only for mastication and enunciation, but also to avoid abnormal swallowing habits and for esthetic reasons.

Though most parents do not perceive special difficulties in children after the extraction of the four maxillary primary incisors, some of them refer to problems in eating, establishing social contacts, and speaking, which oblige pediatric dentists to try not to extract these primary incisors.

Nursing caries starts shortly after the eruption and though early recognition is very important, many parents contact the dentists only when the child complains about pain and teeth are seriously destroyed. The four mandibular incisors usually remain unaffected, and the process may cause extensive destruction of the teeth.

On the other hand primary teeth are more prone to displacement injuries such as luxation. Oral trauma may cause fractures in primary teeth that should be repaired. Discoloration, a common occurrence following primary tooth trauma may lead many parents to ask for an esthetic treatment for their children.

Esthetic restorations on primary teeth have been a special challenge to pediatric dentists.

Polycarbonate crowns were one of the first solutions dentists found to solve the esthetics problems, before these crowns appeared, the treatment of choice was silver alloy or anterior stainless steel crowns. Polycarbonate crowns however are associated with the common clinical problems of fracture, debonding and dislodgement. They are contraindicated when there is inadequate spacing between teeth, crowding, deep overbite, bruxism or abrasion.

Composite restorations are now the most often used treatment to restore primary incisors.

Though some studies have showed that bond strength of composite resins to the dentin surface is lower in primary teeth than in permanent teeth, others support the idea that resin adhesive systems may achieve bond strength to primary enamel and dentin as high as bond strengths to permanent enamel and dentin. Bond strength may be improved by reducing the time for conditioning the dentin of primary teeth to 50% less than the time recommended for permanent teeth. Other studies have showed that there is no statistically significant difference of mean shear bond strength of compomer between the primary and the permanent dentition.

Another way of using composites is combined with strip crowns. This method provides good esthetic results and allows normal incisal wear of the primary teeth. With composites, dentin adhesives may be used in cases in which little enamel is left. If necessary a composite post may be used.

Glass ionomer restorative materials have also been used to restore primary incisors.

These materials have lower bond strength to both enamel and dentin than composites. The wear resistance is less than the one of composite resins, but they are esthetically pleasing, adaptable to a variety of clinical situations and retain well.

Finally the pre-veneered primary stainless steel crowns are the following step to the open face stainless
steel crowns. Dental manufacturers have developed and marketed veneered stainless steel crowns for primary teeth using various laboratory bonding processes that allow composite resins and thermoplastics to be attached or bonded to stainless steel. These crowns provide an aesthetic restoration that can be placed in a single short appointment. Some disadvantages exist such as the adaptability of the crown to the prepared tooth that is limited, or that crimping or contouring these crowns can cause some veneers to break, but they offer a superior esthetic alternative, do not require lengthy or multiple appointments and their esthetics is not affected by blood, saliva or sterilization. A chair side veneering technique have also been devised.

In this paper we describe a very young patient in which we have restored a primary incisor by the use of an acrylic crown.

**CLINICAL CASE**

A 1.8 year-old boy was referred to our office because he had fractured and upper incisor in a fall the day before.

His parents state that he has great discomfort when they try to feed him.

Intra-oral examination revealed that part of the tooth was missing (Figure 1). The parents state that they did not recover the fragment. There were no lesions in soft tissues.

A periapical radiograph was taken to assess the state of the tooth (Figure 2). It showed there was another loose fragment and an affected pulp.

It was decided to extract the loose fragment (Figure 3) and to do a pulpectomy (Figure 4).

After one week the tooth was slightly reconstructed and prepared. An alginate impression of both arches was taken and bite was registered in wax. The stone casts and the wax were sent to the laboratory where they constructed an acrylic crown (Figures 5, 6).

The following day this crown was placed in the mouth (Figures 7, 8).
DISCUSSION

Sherman used acrylic crowns years ago, but made them as a chair side technique in one appointment procedure.

We think the adjustment that may be achieved in the laboratory, working on the cast will be much better, even though there is the disadvantage of needing another appointment.

In our case after extracting the loose fragment, little enamel and dentin were left, which made it very difficult to use composites or strip crowns. Besides composites decolorize with time. As it would be necessary to polish the composite every certain time, a risk would exist some darkness became visible.

We could have probably used a pre-veneered primary stainless steel crowns, but we thought it was fundamental to obtain the maximum possible retention and that is why we opted for constructing in individualized crown made on the cast, which would avoid the problems of dislodgment as those of crimping and contouring, some authors describe in pre-veneered stainless steel crowns.

The treatment with acrylic crowns accomplishes the requirement of being easily repaired if it fails because a new impression would able us to make a new crown at very low cost.

The age of the patient, who was very young, and the fact that molars had not erupted yet, added special difficulties to this case, but we think that both esthetic and functional results were satisfactory.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Acrylic crowns to restore primary incisors fulfill the requirements of esthetics, easy repair, and low cost.
2. These crowns may be a satisfactory solution in fractured incisors though it is necessary to carry out a more thorough investigation including more clinical cases.
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